Secondary eyes mediate the response to looming objects in jumping spiders (*Phidippus audax*, Salticidae)
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Some species have sensory systems divided into subsystems with morphologically different sense organs that acquire different types of information within the same modality. Jumping spiders (family Salticidae) have eight eyes. Four eyes are directed anteriorly to view objects in front of the spider: a pair of principal eyes track targets with their movable retinae, while the immobile anterior lateral (AL) eyes have a larger field of view and lower resolution. To test whether the principal eyes, the AL eyes, or both together mediate the response to looming stimuli, we presented spiders with a video of a solid black circle that rapidly expanded (loomed) or contracted (receded). Control spiders and spiders with their principal eyes masked were significantly more likely to back away from the looming stimulus than were spiders with their AL eyes masked. Almost no individuals backed away from the receding stimulus. Our results show that the AL eyes alone mediate the looming response to objects anterior to the spider.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Some sensory systems are divided into subsystems with multiple morphologically different receptors that gather information within the same modality. An example is the visual system of the jumping spider (*Phidippus audax*, family Salticidae), a group known for visually mediated behaviour in prey capture [1], courtship [2] and learning [3]. Their eight eyes include a pair of large, forward-facing principal eyes with an immovable cornea formed from the spider’s cuticle, and a small retina at the back of a long eye tube (for a review of salticid eye anatomy, see [4]). The retina has high spatial acuity and colour vision and has recently been shown to function in depth perception [5], but its small size limits its field of view. However, the principal eye tubes are movable, allowing the retinae to explore different areas of the image projected by the cornea and to track moving targets while the spider is motionless [6]. In contrast, the three pairs of secondary eyes cannot move, and have fixed corneas and large fixed retinae with lower spatial acuity than that of the principal eyes [7–9]. These eyes are superb motion detectors, and recent evidence suggests that their spatial acuity is higher than previously suspected [10,11]. Of particular interest are the forward-facing anterior lateral (AL) eyes, which overlap in their field of view with the principal eyes. We are interested in how the principal and AL eyes divide up the acquisition of visual information about objects in front of the spider.

Animals from diverse taxa rapidly detect looming objects that appear to be on a collision course, and quickly act to evade them or protect their most vulnerable body parts [12]. For example, human infants jerk their heads back and block their faces with their arms [13], fiddler crabs retreat to their burrow [14] and jumping spiders back away [15]. In many species, avoidance responses can be induced not only by the approach of three-dimensional objects, but also by two-dimensional images that grow swiftly in size, such as unfurling pieces of black cloth [14] or expanding computer images [16]. This shared response to looming objects is striking given the diversity of the eye structures of the animals that exhibit it, including the camera eye of vertebrates and the compound eyes of insects and crustaceans.

Taking advantage of the physical separation and fixed corneas of the principal and AL eyes, we used eye-masking to test whether one or both eye types together mediate a response to looming objects in the jumping spider *Phidippus audax*. Our looming stimulus was the one commonly used in other studies [16]: an animation of a solid black circle that grew rapidly in size. To test whether spiders responded solely to movement regardless of the circle’s change in size, we also presented them with an animation of a shrinking circle.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

We tested 48 adult *P. audax* (41 females and seven males distributed across treatment groups), captured in meadows and on structures in Hampshire and Franklin counties, MA, USA. Spiders were housed in clear plastic cages (18 × 13 × 10 cm), each containing a stick, a black tube for refuge and plastic foliage for habitat enrichment [17]. Spiders were fed crickets (*Acheta domestica*) weekly, maintained at 25°C on a 15 L:9 D cycle, and provided with water in cotton-stoppered test tubes.

We masked eyes with paint, following previous studies [18,19]. We used three treatment groups: principal eyes masked (*n* = 16), AL eyes masked (*n* = 14) and a control group with paint on their dorsal posterior cephalothorax and all eyes unpainted (*n* = 16). Spiders were anesthetized with carbon dioxide for less than 30 s and restrained between layers of soft foam. Under a dissecting microscope, we used an artist’s spotting brush to apply opaque, non-toxic acrylic paint (Chroma Art) mixed with a gel medium (Golden Gel Medium, Heavy Gel, semi-gloss) in a 1:1 ratio. We applied two brightly coloured paint layers that were easily visible against the black eyes: green (Permanent Green, Deep Hue) followed by orange (Cadmium, Orange Hue). Spiders, in their restraints, were returned to their cages for at least 5 min after the first paint layer and 15 min after the final layer. They were then released into their home cages for 2–5 days before testing. After testing, we removed the paint with soft forceps.

We created looming and receding solid black circles in Adobe *Flash* for Macintosh and presented them on an iPod Touch (Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA). Animations were exported as .mov files (32 frames per second), opened in Apple Hines, and saved to MPEG-4 for iPod compatibility. The looming circle changed from 0.6 to 5.5 cm in 1 s (speed = 4.9 cm s⁻¹). The receding circle was identical but shrunk from large to small. To attract the spider’s
attention, the circles first vibrated side to side (a span of 13 pixels) for 3.8 s before looming or receding.

The testing arena (6.4 × 8.9 × 5.1 cm high) had three acetate-lined foam-core walls lightly sprayed with silicone to prevent spider escape. A remote-controlled, horizontally oriented iPod Touch served as the fourth wall. Indirect natural light came through a window; most illumination came from the iPod screen, which in pilot trials increased spiders’ attention to it.

Before each trial, we checked that the spider's eyes were still covered. We introduced a spider into the arena by placing it into an opaque 20 cc syringe with the tip cut off, plugging the syringe with a plastic-wrap covered cotton ball, and inserting it through a hole in the arena wall. After 5 min, we removed the cotton plug and slowly depressed the plunger to release the spider gently into the arena. We watched trials on a monitor to avoid disturbing the spiders and video recorded them for later scoring.

Spiders acclimated to the arena for 3–10 min. When the spider’s anterior eyes were facing the screen, we used the remote to play the stimulus. If the spider turned away during the vibration and before the loom began, we restarted the stimulus when the spider turned back to the screen. Several spiders did not see the loom within 15 min, and we retested them at least 1 h later. We recorded whether the spider backed away from the stimulus (anterior eyes oriented towards the stimulus while moving the body backwards), took a defensive posture (raised anterior legs), or showed no response, and its distance from the screen when the stimulus played. Each spider was tested with both stimuli on the same day in random order.

We used logistic regression using JMP for Macintosh (SAS Institute) with two potential outcomes (backed away or did not back away) and four independent variables: eye-masking treatment, test stimulus, spider identity and the spider’s distance from screen.

3. RESULTS

Spiders were 1.88 ± 0.12 cm (mean ± s.e.) from the screen when the stimulus played, so the expanding stimulus subtended a visual angle of approximately 18°–111°, mimicking a predator whose approach filled the visual field. Masking the AL eyes significantly reduced the looming response, whereas masking the principal eyes had no effect (figure 1; whole model test: $\chi^2 = 56.33$, d.f. = 5, $p < 0.0001$). Both test stimulus (effect likelihood ratio test, $\chi^2 = 37.87$, d.f. = 1, $p < 0.0001$) and eye-masking treatment ($\chi^2 = 14.44$, d.f. = 2, $p < 0.0007$) were highly significant. Eighty-one per cent of control and spiders with their principal eyes masked backed away from the looming stimulus (see electronic supplementary material), while only 14.3 per cent of AL-masked spiders backed away. The receding stimulus rarely elicited backing behaviour from any group; only two spiders (one from the group with principal eyes masked and one from the control group) backed away. Neither spider identity ($\chi^2 = 0.48$, d.f. = 1, $p = 0.49$) nor distance of spiders from the screen when the stimulus played ($\chi^2 = 0.31$, d.f. = 1, $p = 0.57$) significantly affected spider behaviour. All but two spiders raised their legs while backing away.

4. DISCUSSION

The AL eyes mediated the response to a looming object anterior to the spider. Masking the AL eyes significantly reduced the spiders’ reaction to the looming stimulus, whereas spiders with their principal eyes masked did not differ from control spiders. Regardless of their eye-mask treatment, spiders rarely backed away from the receding stimulus; thus, it was not simply the change in size of the stimulus that caused spiders to respond.

The loom response has become a model for exploring the neural connections between sensory input and motor output [20], especially in locusts [21] and frogs [22]. In spiders, the neural basis underlying the loom response will be difficult to examine directly: their hydraulic musculature makes them poor candidates for neural recording, as puncturing the exoskeleton often causes death. However, there are themes in the findings from other species that probably apply to spiders as well. Looming sensitive neurons share the characteristics of large dendritic fields, a weak or non-existent response to optical cues related to self-initiated egocentric movement (i.e. optic flow), and responsiveness to all looming stimuli in spite of variation in texture, shape, contrast and angle of approach [12]. In locusts, the size of the image on the retina
jumping spiders are able to differentiate among looming stimuli. For example, Jacky dragons (Amphibolurus species have been shown to distinguish among looming objects approaching from the side or rear. The posterior lateral (PL) eyes, similar in structure to the AL eyes, are likely to respond to looming objects approaching from the side or rear.

Although looming responses are generally induced regardless of the shape of the looming object, some species have been shown to distinguish among looming stimuli. For example, Jacky dragons (Amphibolurus muricatus) respond differently to realistic raptors than to shapes, suggesting that response specificity is determined by a hierarchical system of simple attributes combined with more complex features [16]. Whether jumping spiders are able to differentiate among looming stimuli of different shapes remains to be tested.
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